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Abstrat
This doument desribes a neural method for lustering
words and its use in language modeling for speeh reognizers.
The method is based on lustering the words whih appear on
similar loal ontext and estimating the parameters needed for
language modeling based on these lusters. The language model
used is similar to the traditional n-grams.
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Chapter 1
Introdution
The inspiration for this work omes from many soures. The rst and oldest is a simple piture,
whih I saw as a student in my university's neural networks laboratory. In this piture (also found
in [Honkela et al., 1995℄, original idea in [Ritter and Kohonen, 1989℄), there were a number of words,
and eah word seemed to be surrounded by similar words, so that adjetives would be in one orner,
verbs in middle and so on. Even though it was apparent, that this was made with a small and simple
voabulary, this aroused my uriosity. How was this done ?
The seond soure of inspiration was very similar to the rst. In data retrieval from a large number
of artiles, it is very useful to be able to nd similar artiles. The tehniques for doing this are well
researhed and well known [Salton, 1971℄.
The third basis is the priniple of using \tagged" words in speeh reognition. Eah word is tagged
by its general lass (for ex. verb, name, pronoun). The knowledge of this lass is used to improve
the modeling auray of the language model. The tagging is usually done by hand or by omplex
programs [Gaizauskas et al., 1995℄.
In this work, these ideas are brought together to form a language model based on word lusters.
The idea is similar to the traditional n-grams, but this approah should lend itself better for use with
large voabularies and for language model adaptation.
1.1 Aknowledgments
I would like to thank IDIAP and professor Herve Bourlard for the opportunity to work on this
problem. I thank dotor Mikko Kurimo for helping to formulate these ideas as well as for keeping me
from getting lost in the jungle of \not so feasible and a bit too omplex" ones. I would also like to
thank Guilia Bernardis for the hand tagged material used in early experiment as well as interesting
disussions about the subjet of this work. I thank Todd Stephenson for helping me to use his ode
for manipulating sparse matries in my work and even modifying his ode to better t my purposes.
I thank dotor Andrew Morris for proofreading this doument.
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Chapter 2
Theory
This theory hapter is divided in four setions. In the rst, I try to motivate, why it would be useful
to luster words. In the seond, the priniples of lustering words neurally are explained. In the third,
the basis of n-gram language modeling are explained and the fourth one extends these priniples to
lusters of words.
2.1 Motivation
There are several reasons, why it would be useful to have similar words assoiated with eah other.
First of all, we ould signiantly redue the number of parameters we need to onstrut a language
model. Instead of having to estimate the transitions from every word in our voabulary to itself and
every other word (up to n
th
order), we ould approximate the transitions between groups, thus greatly
reduing the number of parameters. This small set of parameters an be estimated more reliably from
smaller training data set. Adding new words would be easier. Just assign a word into its orresponding
group and you have already alulated quite reliable estimates for the transition parameters. Adapting
the language model to hanging subjets of the inoming speeh stream should be muh easier due to
the redued number of parameters and due the fat, that semantially similar words (monkey, baboon,
gorilla) should appear in the same luster.
2.2 Clustering the Words
How would we assign all of the words known to our speeh reognition system to lusters or lasses ?
What would we do with a word that ts several lasses (like play, whih is a noun and a verb) ?
One way would be to tag the words by hand, but that would be very tedious for bigger voabularies.
There also exists omplex, rule-based taggers. The method proposed here is similar to one used in
[Ritter and Kohonen, 1989℄. It is based on the losest neighbors of a word in text.
First, we assign eah word w
i
in our voabulary a vetor v
i
of length 1. The orret way to do
this is to assign eah word a binary vetor orthogonal to all other vetors. In this work, random salar
vetors are used to speed up alulations. These random vetors should be independent and mostly
orthogonal to eah other. Next, we take a big text orpus. For eah ourrene w
ix
of word w
i
, we
take the word that preedes it w
p
ix
and add it to the list W
p
i
= fw
p
i1
; w
p
i2
; : : : ; w
p
im
g. We do the same
for the word w
f
ix
that follows the referene word W
f
i
= fw
f
i1
; w
f
i2
; : : : ; w
f
im
g. Then, we take the mean
of the orresponding random vetors and onatenate these to form a feature vetor f
i
, orresponding
to word w
i
:
f
i
=
"
P
m
a=0
v
p
ia
m
;
P
m
b=0
v
f
ib
m
#
(2.1)
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That is, if the number of elements in the random vetor was l, the number of elements in the feature
vetor will be 2l.
To make the idea lear, we show a simple example where we onstrut a feature vetor f
at
for the
word \at".
A at is rossing a street. The at has a long tail.
v
1
v
2
v
3
v
4
v
5
v
6
v
7
v
8
v
9
v
10
v
11
v
12
f
at
=

v
1
+ v
7
2
;
v
3
+ v
9
2

Now, let's have a brief thought on what we have aomplished this far: We have mapped eah
word into a 2l-dimensional sphere, so that the words ourring in similar ontexts are in relatively
lose proximity. Now, all that is needed to onstrut the word groups, is to identify lusters of these
feature vetors. In this work, the som pak{pakage [Kohonen et al., 1996℄ from Helsinki University of
Tehnology is used to perform the lustering, but any other method for lustering ould probably also
be used.
What happens to the words with several meanings (as the word \play" mentioned earlier)? These
words have more than one ontext in whih they appear, so summing these up should form their own
luster somewhere between the lasses they represent. Of ourse, if the verb meaning of a word is
muh more frequent than the noun meaning, it is likely that the latter gets ignored. In pratie, it
seems that there are nie lusters of words with double meanings formed (gure 3.1).
One of the interesting properties of this mapping is that you an automatially assign a group to
an out-of-voabulary word, if you have seen the word ourring in a sentene. Of ourse, the more
sentenes where the word ours, the better the word will math the assigned luster. It is also possible
to add a word to a group by hand, by looking up the appropriate group, if the number of lusters is
not prohibitive.
2.3 Language Modeling
2.3.1 Basis
When we \do speeh reognition", what are we atually doing ? In strit mathematial terms, we
are looking for the most probable word sequene. For humans, this would be aeted by the hints
we pereive and by the a priori information we have: the sounds we hear, the words we know, our
knowledge of the subjet of disussion, our knowledge of the speaker, the gestures of the speaker,
the lip movements of the speaker, et. Traditionally, for a speeh reognizer, the most probable word
sequene is aeted by the reeived aousti vetors and the a priori information known to reognizer:
phoneme models, pronuniation ditionaries and language models. We are thus searhing for the most
probable word sequene
^
W , given the aousti input X and the parameters  for our a priori models.
^
W = argmax
W
P (W jX;) (2.2)
Now, let us split our model parameters  to parameters of the language model 
l
and other model
parameters 
o
. Using Bayes' rule and assuming that the aousti model is independent of the language
model we an modify eq. (2.2) into a more onvenient one:
P (W jX;
l
; 
o
) =
P (W j
l
) P (X jW;
o
)
P (X j
o
)
(2.3)
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Now, we have separated the omputation of the probability P (W j
l
) of word sequene W from other
omputations. This is the part that we will be onentrating upon, that is, the responsibility of the
language model. The probability P (X jW;
o
) of aousti sequene X , given the word sequene W is
governed by pronuniation ditionaries, phone models and on the low level usually by Hidden Markov
Models. We an also see that the denominator, the probability of a aousti sequene P (X j
o
) is the
same for all sentenes, so we an omit it from maximization (or alulate it only one).
2.3.2 N-grams
As derived in the previous subsetion, the mission of our language model is to alulate the probability
of word sequene W = w
1
; w
2
; w
3
; : : : ; w
T
. This alulation an be divided into the alulation of the
probability of eah word in following manner:
P (W ) = P (w
1
; w
2
; w
3
; : : : ; w
T
)
= P (w
1
)  P (w
2
jw
1
)  P (w
3
jw
2
; w
1
)  : : :  P (w
T
jw
T 1
; w
T 2
; w
T 3
; : : : ; w
1
) (2.4)
To estimate all of the probabilities needed in this alulation is of ourse impossible in pratie. From
this equation, it is easy to form an approximation using only information about two preeding words.
This kind of approximate model is alled a trigram model and is widely used in speeh reognizers:
P
trigram
(W ) = P (w
1
)  P (w
2
jw
1
)  P (w
3
jw
2
; w
1
)  P (w
4
jw
3
; w
2
)  : : :  P (w
T
jw
T 1
; w
T 2
)
= P (w
1
)  P (w
2
jw
1
) 
T
Y
k=3
P (w
k
jw
k 1
; w
k 2
) (2.5)
Of ourse, the above is easy to extend to any kinds of n-grams:
P
n gram
(W ) = P (w
1
)  P (w
2
jw
1
)  P (w
3
jw
2
; w
1
)  P (w
n 1
jw
n 2
; : : : ; w
1
) 
T
Y
k=n
P (w
k
jw
k 1
; : : : ; w
k n
)
(2.6)
The problem with n-gram models when n is big, is that to get reasonable estimates for the prob-
abilities, a huge text orpus is needed. Of ourse, it also takes a lot of memory to use all of these
probabilities. That is why, in pratie, we are limited to trigrams.
The n-gram model an be also thought of as a Markov-hain. The rst order ase, where there
would be probabilities for moving from one word to another, would orrespond to the bigram ase,
the seond order Markov model orresponding to the trigram ase and so on.
2.4 Word Clusters and Language Modeling
How ould we use these lusters of words to model a language ? First, to simplify the notation, we
dene that word w
x
, having feature vetor f
x
, belongs to group G
y
x
, whih has the luster enter 
y
,
if the luster enter 
y
is losest to feature f
x
aording to the distane metri d() :
w
x
2 G
y
x
j 
y
= argmin

i
d(f
x
; 
i
) (2.7)
Here, we keep the notation similar to the trigram model for simpliity. The following equations should
be trivial to modify to suit other n-grams. Now, we an approximate (more details in appendix A)
the probability of a trigram R from (2.5) by
P (R) = P (w
n
jw
n 1
; w
n 2
)
 P (w
n
jG
i
n
n
) P (G
i
n
n
jG
i
n 1
n 1
; G
i
n 2
n 2
)


w
n
2 G
i
n
n
; w
n 1
2 G
i
n 1
n 1
; w
n 2
2 G
i
n 2
n 2
) (2.8)
Here, the probability P (R) onsists of two parts: The probability of getting from the two previous
groups to the urrent one and the relative probability of a word belonging to a group. This formulation
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an be thought of as a seond order Hidden Markov Model, where the lusters orrespond to states
and the reognized word to the emitted symbol.
The probability approximators an be estimated as follows:
p^(w
n
jG
i
n
n
) =
#w
n
#w
x


w
x
2 G
i
n
n
(2.9)
p^(G
i
n
n
jG
i
n 1
n 1
; G
i
n 2
n 2
) =
#(w
n 2
; w
n 1
; w
n
)
P
X
x=0
#(w
n 2
; w
n 1
; w
x
)


w
n
2G
i
n
n
; w
n 1
2G
i
n 1
n 1
; w
n 2
2G
i
n 2
n 2
(2.10)
where X is the number of the words in the voabulary.
These approximators have some problems. In spoken language, there are lots of words that often
appear together. For example, the sentene \A up of . . . " is muh more ommon than \A up on
. . . ". If we have grouped all of the prepositions to one group and use only the transition probabilities
between groups, this information is ompletely lost. This is the tradeo we do when moving from
n-grams to luster models. Equation 2.10 should work also, if the words were randomly assigned to a
large number of lusters, but should provide muh better approximations if the lusters are somehow
sensible. The approximator in equation 2.9 is quite rough. It is possible to nd another, smoother
approximator for this (see eq. A.7).
Chapter 3
Experiments
3.1 Clustering
The rst preliminary experiment was to test how well the lustering of words works. The triky part
here is to dene what is a good lustering. The test performed here was very losely ditated by
the material available. G. Bernardis has tagged a orpus of address queries in Frenh. A lustering
was performed on this material. This lustering was ompared to hand tagging. Stritly sientially
taken, this experiment is not ompletely sensible: Why should the tags hosen by a human be the
best possible solution for the kind of language modeling proposed in this work ? Why should we use
unsupervised lustering in this kind of limited task ? However, this an be regarded as a proof-of-
onept experiment, showing that the lusters are sensible in respet to tags hosen by a human.
The data onsists of 4300 free form queries, like the two following:
"bonjour" "veuillez" "m'" "indiquer" "le" "numero" "de" "telephone" "de" "JORDAN"
"CHRISTIAN" "aa" "ORSONNENS" "s'" "il" "vous" "pla^t"
"monsieur" "FLEURY" "YVAN-ALBERT" "au" "halet" "EDELWEISS" "aa" "CORBEYRIER" "s'"
"il" "vous" "pla^t" "madame"
Only the words written in apital letters were hand tagged. Words like YVAN-ALBERT were
treated as a single word. There was some overlap in hand-tagged lasses, that is a word ould be both
a rst name and a street name, for example.
The size of voabulary was about 5500, of whih 4000 were used to onstrut the map of 21
luster enters. The length of the random vetors was 170. The feature vetor was built using the two
preeding and two following words of the referene word, thus the feature vetor had the length of
680. Eah luster was marked with a tag orresponding to the most frequent lass in its proximity.
Then, the other 1500 were used to test this lustering. Eah of these words were tagged by the same
Table 3.1: Comparison of hand tagged lasses and statistially formed lusters
# hand tagged # orretly lustered % orretly lustered
First name 150 106 71
Family name 621 581 94
Street name 292 189 64
Town name 281 264 94
Name of institution 3 0 0
Out of hand tagged voabulary 195 16 8
8
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tag as their losest luster enter.
As the data set was quite limited, having very few repetitions of eah word, I onsider the results
presented in table 3.1 to be good. Sine there were only very few institution names in the whole orpus,
no luster was formed representing those. The low number of orret out-of-hand-tagged-voabulary
reognitions is also easily explained by the testing method. For example, the word "pla^t" would
ertainly go to its own ategory, sine it is usually at the end of sentene and preeded by words
"s' " and "il". Sine we hose the words to be used for training in random, eah word having equal
probability of ending up in the training set regardless of its a frequeny of appearane, it is possible
that this ommon word was not in the training set and a luster for it was not formed.
Last, gure 3.1 shows a lustering using the same data as in the next setion, 3.2.1. The 5 most
ommon words for eah luster are printed. Note that not all lusters have 5 words. For example words
FEW, LITTLE, MAJOR, SMALL and LARGE have been assigned to the same luster.
3.2 Perplexity
3.2.1 Data
This experiment uses the same text data as the following speeh reognition experiment. The data used
for training was taken from Linguisti Data Consortium's TDT-2 English Text Corpus [LDC℄. The
orret transriptions from CNN news were used (and not the outputs of a speeh reognizer). Text
from newswires of New York Times and Assoiated Press Worldstream Servies was also used. All this
totaled to more than 50 million words. The test data for perplexity sores was a news transription
from HUB4 evaluation database [HUB-4, 1998℄. The test data for the speeh reognition test was
the audio data orresponding to this transript. The voabulary onsisted of 20001 words (20000 +
out of voabulary symbol). It should be noted, that a big part of the training data was newswires
(written text) as opposed to the test data, whih was speeh (for speeh reognition tests) and speeh
transription (for perplexity sores).
3.2.2 Denition of Perplexity
Perplexity an be used to measure how well a language model desribes the language. It an be thought
as of the average number of hoies the language model has when it deides, what is the next word.
So for a voabulary of size N , where eah word is equally probable, the perplexity for any text is N .
For a language model that desribes only one ertain text, that is, only one text string is possible, the
perplexity is 1. The formal denition is:
P
p
= P (w
1
; w
2
; : : : ; w
N
)
 
1
N
(3.1)
This equation applied to our lustering system (eq. 2.8) yields
P
p
=
 
P (w
1
)P (w
2
jw
1
)
"
N
Y
k=3
P (G
i
k
k
jG
i
k 1
k 1
; G
i
k 2
k 2
)P (w
k
jG
i
k
k
)


w
k
2 G
i
k
k
; w
k 1
2 G
i
k 1
k 1
; w
k 2
2 G
i
k 2
k 2
#!
 
1
N
(3.2)
3.2.3 Perplexity results
Perplexity sores in relation to the number of lusters are presented in gure 3.2. To put them into per-
spetive, the perplexity using only unigram probabilities and the perplexity for a trigram model is plot-
ted. The perplexity sore for trigrams was alulated using bako to bigrams and unigrams and Good-
Turing disounting, as produed by CMU language modeling toolkit [Clarkson and Rosenfeld, 1997℄.
Pure trigrams were not tested, sine this test would not reet anything, but the data sparsity problem
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Figure 3.1: 5 most ommon words in a luster, 150 luster enters
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Figure 3.2: Perplexity and number of lusters (log sale). 1neigh is for lustering using feature vetor onstruted from
losest neighbors of word, 2neigh from two losest ones.
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Figure 3.3: Perplexity and the order of the model, 300 lusters
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for trigrams. No expliit smoothing was used in the lustering approahes. Transitions deemed impos-
sible by the lustering model were given a minimum probability of 10
 7
in order to produe meaningful
sores, but to not add too muh extra probability mass to alulations. The results orrespond to a
3rd order model (that is, a 2nd order Markov hain).
The tests were onduted using dierent number of luster enters. The lustering was done using
only 1 adjaent word form either side of the referene word, or with using 2 adjaent words from either
side to onstrut the feature vetor (see eq. 2.1).
The eet of the order of the model was also tested. The results are presented in gure 3.3. These
tests were all onduted using 300 luster enters.
3.3 Speeh reognition
The language model used in the speeh reognition experiments is the same as the one used in
perplexity testing, subsetion 3.2.1. The Abbot speeh reognition system [Robinson et al., 1996℄ was
used. The outputs of the neural network used for aousti modeling, that is, the phone posteriori
probabilities, were used to speed up the testing. The Noway{deoder [Renals and Hohberg, 1995℄ is
a part of Abbot and is responsible for ombining the aousti probabilities, the phoneme probabilities,
pronuniation ditionaries and the language model. It was modied to use the lusters desribed in
the theory setion 2.4 and arbitrary large n-grams.
The results with respet to dierent numbers of lusters is presented in gure 3.4. These values are
for a 3rd order model (that is, a 2nd order Markov hain). It an be seen that the perplexity sores
reported in the previous setion an only be onsidered as approximative and do not translate very
well to speeh reognition results. Features where the losest neighbors of a word were used gave worse
perplexity sores, but better speeh reognition results than the features using two losest neighbors.
It was also tested how the order of the model aets the results. 300 luster enters were used for
these alulations. The results are given in gure 3.5.
The baseline trigram sore (and onsequently all other sores) were worse than usually given for
this test set. Amongst the possible reasons for this are that during the deoding phase, the searh
paths were truntuated quite early to redue the deoding time and also the language model training
data did not probably math the test data in the best possible way.
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Figure 3.5: Spee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Chapter 4
Conlusions
The method for onstruting a language model presented in this work seems to be apable of reduing
the number of parameters needed at the expense of the reognition results. The approah would
probably be most useful when the voabulary needed is very big and it beomes very hard to ollet
enough data to form reliable estimates for the transition probabilities.
Based on preliminary tests, the results seem to be rather sensitive to the lustering parameters.
It is possible, that ne tuning these parameters or using a dierent algorithm to perform lustering
would improve the results. When there are a lot of lusters, the same data sarity problem as with
trigrams beomes apparent. The same applies for n-grams, where n is bigger than 3. This ould be
helped with similar smoothing methods that are used with traditional n-grams [Andersen, 1998℄.
This approah should lend itself to a variety of adaptation methods, but before onentrating on
these, the base performane needs to be improved. One possible way to improve the performane would
be to pik out the olloations, whih appear relatively muh more often together than separately and
model these olloations as one word [Andersen, 1998℄.
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Appendix A
From n-grams to luster model
This appendix is provided to give the reader a bit more in{depth review about the approximations
leading from n-gram models (eq. 2.6) to lustered models (eq. 2.8).
First, we do some simple manipulations on the trigram probability equation:
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where N is the number of lusters. Now we need to start approximating: First, the probability of a
luster G
x
only depends on the orresponding word w
x
:
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(A.2)
The transition from luster to another is suÆiently modeled by
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The essential information about transitions is inluded in the term P (G
i
n
n
jG
i
n 1
n 1
; G
i
n 2
n 2
). This is learly
true, when eah word has been assigned to its own luster and is the more inaurate the less there
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are luster enters. Thus, we an get rid of trigrams (but we need not to, if we only want to smooth
them).
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The probabilities P (G
y
x
jw
x
) an be approximated by
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where word w
x
is assoiated with feature vetor f
x
and G
y
x
with luster enter 
y
. The division is made
to keep the ontribution of all luster enters summing to one. d() is a distane metri, for example
Eulidean.
If we want to further simplify, we an assign eah word to only one luster, that is P (G
y
x
jw
x
) for
luster y is 1 and 0 for others. We use notation w
x
2 G
y
x
for assigning the word to losest luster:
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This leads us to
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Assigning word w
n
to only one luster:
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And thus we have arrived at the equation 2.8.
